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Introduction―The Trinity as the Theological Core of Christianity

Christianity advocates the Trinity. In other words, Christians believe in the doctrine 
that there are three facets of God’s personality （personas）: the Father, the Son （Jesus 
Christ）, and the Holy Spirit, although these three Gods actually make up one God.

The doctrine of the Trinity, which affirms that God is three Persons （traditionally 
designated, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit） in one substance, has been a 
touchstone of Christian orthodoxy since the late fourth century. （McFARLAND ed. 2011: 
518）

In Western or Latin Christendom, the Trinity forms the essence of the doctrine. For 
Western Christians, the Trinity forms the core of faith, and those who do not believe in 
this doctrine are not considered Christians. Since the birth of this belief over seventeen 
hundred years ago, a large number of people have taken part in tenacious debates to 
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preserve this doctrine; what is more, continuous research has been carried out on this 
subject that continues to be conserved.

From the perspective of a non-Christian, however, the situation changes drastically. 
The Trinity theory is sustained by arguments that can hardly be understood by ordinary 
logic, thus urging an understanding beyond human wisdom. In other words, although the 
Trinity is a discourse that is considered true by Western Christians, the same dogma is 
incompre hensible to those without this faith.

In this case, the Trinity is fundamentally related to the very existence of Jesus, who is 
both God and Man; without the Trinity, Jesus would be stripped of his divinity and, as a 
human being, he would simply be one of many prophets. Such a dispossession of Jesus’s 
divinity would be absolutely unacceptable to believers because it would mean the collapse 
of the Christian foundation itself.

More notably, Jews and Muslims, who believe in monotheism and make the same Bible  
the sacred book, regard the Trinity as the height of profanity, as, on some level, the 
Trinity theory denies one God and instead accepts polytheism.

Therefore, this Christian doctrine has brought about strong repulsion from Jews and 
Muslims, and Christian repugnance onto them in return. In fact, this doctrine is one of 
the causes and origins of the fierce discord between Jews and Christians, which dates 
back to the fourth century, as well as the irreparable conflicts between Christians and 
Muslims. Thus, the Trinity, which is difficult for non-Christians to understand and 
strikes them as bizarre, has been established in Christianity as the essence of its religion, 
and has been regarded as such and widely spread across its European sphere of influence.

Apart from theological discussion, this raises a very important question about the 
realistic foundation of the doctrine. What is the genuine basis for the Trinity? These 
kinds of questions are meaningless in the world of faith where a divine God created the 
world, and not vice versa.

In light of the common sense of non-monotheists, however, this crucial issue on 
spirituality is deeply related to the new human activity of herding animals. The three 
monotheistic religions came about in the regions where animal husbandry was a 
dominant way of life. In the New Testament, for example, there are a number of texts 
where Jesus was depicted as if he were a shepherd. In these depictions, Jesus plays the 
role of a shepherd who gently cares for large flocks of sheep in order to protect, nurture, 
and lead them to a good path.

When we take into account the expansion of the European Christian world, which 
escalated after the conquest of the ‘New World’, the shepherd-flock relation is naturally 
regarded as one of the key concepts that forms the basis of the succeeding evolution of 
human history.

Interestingly, this basic concept of the shepherd-flock relationship is enriched by 
taking into account the third animals, called mediators; Semitic organizations consist of a 
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two-tiered structure, whereas Proto-Indo-European organizations consist of a three-
tiered structure because of the different role played by mediators.

On the one hand, the relationship between shepherds （pastors） and flock （sheep） 
described in the Old Testament and the New Testament envisions a two-tiered 
organization. On the other hand, the uniqueness of Proto-Indo-Europeans was the 
adoption of dogs as mediators, resulting in a three-tiered organization by function. In 
other words, in addition to the difficult issue of Jesus’s humanity-divinity, what 
happened at this time was the clear-cut contrast between the descriptions in the Bible 
（two-tiered structure） and the organizational principles inherent to Proto-Indo-Europeans 
（three-tiered structure）. In some sense, this was a deadlock that was almost impossible to 

overcome as long as you remained a Christian that respected the Holy Bible and an Indo-
European; the Trinity was the theological theory to solve this controversial problem.

As such, beyond the issue of the doctrine, there was an enigma regarding the 
transformation of the organizational principle.

Ⅰ　Sheep Herding and its Implications

1．Shepherd-Flock Relationship as a Primordial Political System
The domestication of sheep and goats began around 6000 BC, and roughly a thousand 

years later （i.e., around 5000 BC）, nomadic herding began in the dry lands that 
surrounded Mesopotamia. As is well known, the first full-fledged monotheistic religion of 
all time, Judaism, was constituted in the first half of the first millennium BC （that is, 
more than 4000 years after pastoral nomadism began）. More than 500 years after the 
constitution of Judaism, Christianity was formed. Following this, more than six hundred 
years after Christianity, Islam was established. Therefore, when these three 
monotheisms were created, nomadic herding had already been carried out as a human 
activity for more than 4000 years; consequently, monotheism can be regarded as the 
concretization of spiritual faith, which is deeply imbedded in the animal husbandry.

A typical argument that embodies the shepherd-flock relation as the basic political 
institution is given by Michel Foucault. He presented a significant and influential 
discussion on the development of political power in Europe from the perspective of the 
shepherd-flock relationship. As he regarded the relationship formed by shepherd-flock as 
a political system, he named it the pastoral power.

Among all the societies in history, ours ― I mean, those that came into being at the 
end of Antiquity on the Western side of the European continent ― have perhaps been 
the most aggressive and the most conquering; They have been capable of the most 
stupefying violence, against themselves as well as against others. They invented a 
great many different political forms. They profoundly altered their legal structures 
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several times. It must be kept in mind that they alone evolved a strange technology 
of power treating the vast majority of men as a flock with a few as shepherds. They 
thus established between them a series of complex, continuous, and paradoxical 
relationships. This is undoubtedly something singular in the course of history. 
Clearly, the development of ‘pastoral technology’ in the management of men 
profoundly disrupted the structures of ancient society. （FOUCAULT 1979: 230―231）

According to Foucault, political evolution in Europe was sustained by this pastoral 
power, which allowed Europeans to construct the world order in accordance with their 
concept. It should be considered very instructive that the pastoral power embodied by the 
shepherd-flock relation is one of the essential arguments to explain the European 
conquest of the world; however, one of the critical elements that should not be ignored is 
the concept of mediators.

2．The Third Animals as Auxiliaries to Assist Shepherds
In pastoral nomadism, one or more shepherds move around the grassland with 

hundreds of herds. However, it is impossible for humans to move a herd of hundreds of 
sheep at will without assistance. The organization of pastoral nomads in grasslands is 
constituted not only of shepherds’ families and herds, but also of auxiliary animals that 
help shepherds protect and control livestock. These animals （neither human nor flock） are 
needed for nomadic husbandry; Arnold Toynbee explicitly showed the importance of this 
third animals in the husbandry operation.

We have seen that the Avars and their like, when they have trespassed from the 
Desert on to the Sown, have attempted―and failed―to deal with their new situation 
by turning themselves from shepherds of sheep into shepherds of men. Their failure 
seems the less surprising when we consider that these unsuccessful Nomad empire-
builders in partibus agricolarum have not attempted to find any sedentary human 
equivalent for one of the essential partners in the composite society of the Steppe. 
For this Steppe Society does not consist simply of the human shepherd and his flock. 
In addition to the domesticated animals which he keeps alive in order to live off their 
products, the Nomad keeps other animals―the dog, the camel, the horse―whose 
function is not to provide him, as his sheep and cattle provide him, with food and 
clothing, but to assist him, as non-human auxiliaries, in his pastoral task. These 
auxiliary animals are the chef d’oeuvre of the Nomadic Civilization and the key to its 
success. Without their aid, the Nomad’s tour de force would pass the bounds of 
human capacity; yet this aid can only be enlisted by a miracle of human ingenuity. 
The sheep or the cow has merely to be tamed （though that is difficult enough） in order 
to be of service to Man. The dog and camel and horse cannot perform their more 
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sophisticated services until they have been tamed and trained into the bargain. The 
training of his non-human auxiliaries is the Nomad’s crowning achievement; and it 
is the adaptation of this higher Nomad art to sedentary conditions, over and above 
the adaptation of the comparatively commonplace art of taming sheep and cattle, 
that distinguishes the Ottoman Empire from the Avar Empire and accounts for its 
vastly greater strength and durability. The Ottoman Padishahs maintained their 
empire by training slaves as human auxiliaries to assist them in keeping order 
among their ‘human cattle’. （TOYNBEE 1951: 28）

As explained clearly by Toynbee, it is physically impossible for humans to manage a 
large herd of animals （that are sometimes made up of as many as 1000 animals） on foot, or 
to manipulate it to a specific direction. To control large herds, the third animals, that are 
neither human nor belong to the herds, were developed by nomads.

The role of the aforementioned third animals is to assist shepherds in managing large 
herds. The third animals are roughly classified into animals that play a role in supple-
menting the shepherd’s human ability, and animals that play a role in transmitting the 
shepherd’s intention to the herd. Furthermore, the latter, which plays a role in trans-
mitting the intention of the shepherd to the livestock herd, is subdivided into animals orig-
inating from the livestock herd and animals of completely different species. Europeans 
generally classify this kind of the third animals in the category of mediators.

The domestication of horses provided significant benefits to humans. Above all, riding a 
horse greatly improved humans’ physical activity, as it dramatically improved speed, 
endurance, and agility. When riding, displacement speed is 10 times faster and 
displacement range is 4 to 5 times larger than walking （DUCHESNE 2009b: 17）.

Since the speed and range of action when riding is enormous, it allows shepherds to 
manage larger herds. On foot, a shepherd can control only 100 sheep alone, but with 
riding it is possible to control up to 1300 sheep, on the condition that each shepherd is 

Table 1　��The Third Animals as Auxiliaries in Pastoral Nomadism:  
Passive Mediators and Active Mediators

Three Kinds of  Third Animals as Auxiliaries

1 Horses & Camels Riding Animals Ridden by 
Shepherds Mediators

2 Castrated Sheep 
& Goats Non-riding 

Animals

Not Ridden but 
Directed by 
Shepherds

Passive 
Mediators

Same （or Similar） 
Species as the Herd

3 Dogs Active  
Mediators

Different Species from the 
Herd or Predators

Note: NAKAGAWA （2020: 435）. In pastoral nomadism, in order to control large-scale herds, shepherds need third animals 
in addition to shepherds and herds （such as sheep）; the third animals are indispensable, as they assist shep-
herds. The third animals can be classified into three types. Non-riding animals function as mediators, and the 
mediators should be divided into passive and active ones.
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assisted by a dog （ANTHONY 2007）. Riding horses （and camels） is, as it were, a homoge-
neous and quantitative improvement of shepherds’ abilities, as the riding contributes to 
their physical enhancement.

In contrast to riding animals such as horses and camels, non-riding animals, known as 
Mediators, have the potential to embody a shepherd’s will and to control herds according 
to a shepherd’s instructions. This greatly contributes to group management.

As we have seen, shepherds developed the third animals to keep large numbers of 
sheep in pastoral nomadism. Without the third animals, it would be impossible to breed 
gregarious grazers in grassland like steppes. Therefore, the third animals, which play a 
role in assisting shepherds, are absolutely indispensable as members of this nomadic 
organization. This is logical when we consider that it is difficult for rulers to govern a 
large number of controlled subjects without assistance. Nomads use auxiliary animals, 
especially mediators such as dogs and castrated sheep, to manage large herds of animals 
with few shepherds. Governance technology carried out by a small number of rulers to 
control a large number of subjects was hence invented and developed in pastoral 
nomadism.

As quoted above, A. Toynbee stated that the development of the third animals was the 
“crowning achievement” of nomads （TOYNBEE 1951: 28）. However, in discussing the third 
animals, Toynbee only suggested the distinction between riding animals （horses and 
camels） that are large enough for shepherds to ride, as well as to provide materials, and 
medium-sized mediator animals （dogs and castrated sheep/goats） that are not to be 
ridden.1） As such, he grouped them together as animals that assist humans. The impact 
and significance of horses and camels on human life and the economy are enormous. In 
particular, riding has been significant for human life. However, from the perspective of 
the organizational principles and the significance, the role played by mediator animals, 
especially dogs, was decisive, as will be seen in the next section.

3．��Two Types of Mediators in the Nomadic Three-Tiered Structure: Passive 
and Active

In contrast with riding animals such as horses and camels to enhance their physical 

1 ）　In the footnote to this passage, A.Toynbee wrote: “The division between these two categories of 
animals [livestock for the first category and auxiliaries for the second] is not, of course, completely 
clear-cut. The horse, for example, belongs to both classes, since it provides its Nomad master with 
milk and meat, besides providing him with a mount of greater mobility than the cattle which the 
Nomad herdsman has to round up. The primary animal in the auxiliary class appears to be the dog, 
who was also perhaps the first animal ever to be domesticated by Man. The transformation of the 
hound into the sheep-dog must have been accomplished through the middle term of the watch-dog; 
and this must have happened during the agricultural stage which intervened between hunting and 
Nomadism.” （TOYNBEE 1951: 28）
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capacities, shepherds used animals to assist with herd management according to their 
instructions; as mentioned, Europeans often refer to the latter as mediators. The 
mediator refers to an agent that intervenes between the person who supervises the entire 
organization, while also issuing instructions, and the people who are managed as flat 
members of the organization; therefore, the mediators mediate between the instructions 
of the supervising person and the people being managed. Typical mediators in the 
nomadic world are either passive mediators （castrated sheep and goats） or active 
mediators （dogs）. Even though the term "mediators" is the same, the two are very 
different in terms of the organizational principle; the Proto-Indo-Europeans used dogs as 
mediators to conceptualize the function-based principle.

1）　Castrated Sheep and/or Goats: Passive Mediators
Castration has the function of artificially reducing the number of male sheep （rams）, to 

avoid herd disorder, and genetically improve breeds by leaving only eugenics with good 
pedigree. Castration has yet another important function: breeding good mediators.

In the practice of sheep husbandry, good male lambs are selected to be stallion 
candidates. Shepherds in the Mediterranean Basin pick out the best lambs from the 
candidates at the age of two or three. Shepherds castrate them and give each of these 
elite lambs a proper name, always treating them like pets and giving them special 
training to learn their verbal instructions. Shepherds tame these castrated lambs and 
train them to follow instructions from their masters, such as whistles, to foster an affinity 
between shepherds and lambs.2） When an affinity has been created between the shepherd 
and these elite sheep, and they understand the shepherd’s instructions, the castrated 
sheep are released into the flock.

On account of the sheep’s nature of following a leader’s actions, the shepherd instructs 
the castrated sheep to take certain action and guide the rest of the herd to follow.3） 
Making use of collective synchrony held by gregarious grazers, especially sheep, 

2 ）　William McClure Thomson （1806―1894）, a Protestant American missionary, described the local 
custom, folk culture, and landscapes in West Asia around the middle of the 19th century in his 
famous best-selling book: “Some sheep always keep near the shepherd, and are his special 
favourites. Each of them has a name, to which it answers joyfully; and the kind shepherd is ever 
distributing to such choice portions which he gathers for that purpose. These are the contented and 
happy ones. They are in no danger of getting variety of lost or into mischief, nor do wild beasts or 
thieves come near them.”（THOMSON 1872: 203）

3 ）　Thomson noticed these elite sheep and explained the intimate relation between them and the 
shepherd: “As you mentioned at the Damûr the other day, I notice that some of the flock keep near 
the shepherd, and follow whithersoever he goes, without the least hesitation, while others stray 
about on either side, or loiter far behind; and he often turns round and scolds them in a sharp, stem 
cry, or sends a stone after them. I saw him lame one just now.”（THOMSON 1872: 202）
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shepherds put castrated sheep and/or goats at the head of the herd and move these 
mediators by instructions to control the entire flock. Semitic nomads usually use 
castrated sheep and/or goats as mediators, meaning that this practice was especially 
recognized in the Mediterranean regions.4）

When the mediators are castrated sheep and/or goats, they belong to the same category 
as the herd of sheep, as these elite sheep are selected and bred from the group due to their 
heredity. Therefore, the organization has a two-class structure of shepherd （pastor） - 
flock （sheep）. The relationship between Jesus and believers was described in the New 
Testament as if it were a relationship between a pastor and sheep. That is a serious 
matter that cannot be ignored by Christians, especially as the Holy Bible consists of the 
Words of God, that Christians are not allowed to go against.

2）　Dogs: Active Mediators
Dogs were the first animals to be domesticated （originally, wolves were tamed and 

domesticated to become dogs）. It is widely accepted that dogs were domesticated roughly 
35,000 years ago during the Mesolithic Age. It is presumed that at that time, once dogs 
were domesticated, they helped humans hunt and gather, and also served to prevent 
suspicious predators from approaching at night. From hunting to herding, dogs served as 
guard dogs to protect herds from outside enemies, and much later, in medieval Europe, 
they became sheepdogs to herd flock.5）

The existence of dogs was also confirmed in ancient Mesopotamia. For example, dogs 
were used by the City-states in sheep breeding during the 3rd Ur Dynasty （22nd to 21st 
centuries BC）. At the time, however, the description of dogs in cuneiform material was 
very limited, even if the role of dogs in sheep breeding was significant （ADAMS 2006: 156）.

Even in Neo-Babylonia （625―539BC）, many of the surviving illustrations show that 
there had been dogs of several species. In the ancient era, dogs （of ancient species） were 
everywhere, and in Neo-Babylonia they had the role of guarding; above all, mastiffs, 

4 ）　“It was usual amongst the ancient Jews to give names to sheep and goats, as in England we do to 
our dairy cattle （see John x.3）. This practice prevailed amongst the ancient Greeks （see Theoc. Id. V. 
103）.”（SMITH 1889 IV: 2961）

5 ）　In terms of dogs, it is not only from a biological point of view （such as in zoology and veterinary 
science） that research is progressing, but also in human sciences （such as animal culture） and 
history; what is more, in modern times, psychology （on topics including the healing effects on 
humans） and genetics also play a role in this development. In this paper, we argue, in short, that 
when nomadism began, the Proto-Indo-Europeans found the dogs’ particular abilities and assigned 
them the role of active mediators; this attribution of an intermediary task to dogs potentially formed 
the basis of the three-tiered structure consisting of a shepherd→ dogs→ sheep. Based on our 
hypothesis, assigning dogs the role of active mediators became a watershed in the history of the 
organizational principle of humans.
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terriers, and salukis were used as herding dogs. The dog’s image in the Middle East is 
both positive and negative. However, in general, dogs have the impression of being greedy 
and sly （VILLARD 2002: 235―257）. Dogs being described in letters date back to the first 
century BC, with references to guard dogs that protected herds of sheep from predators.6）

According to Aristotle’s Animal Journal Vol. 97） and Welgiris （70―19BC）, Georgics 
Agricultural Poetry （Virgil, Georgics, III. 405.）,8） Molossians in the Epirus region of Greece 
used guard dogs （the Molossus）. Molossian dogs are now extinct, but it is believed that 
today’s guard dogs are their descendants.

The oldest evidence of sheepdog in Europe dates back to the Bronze Age, and most of 
these dogs, which are now called sheepdogs, were probably bred from Bronze Age dogs. 
More primitive forms are found in mummies of prehistoric dogs in Egypt, and primitive 
sheepdog skulls have been excavated from Turkestan （dating back to around 4300 BC）. As 
such, there appears to be evidence of sheepdogs in ancient Egypt and Turkestan. The 
land where the domestication of sheepdogs was successful is believed to be Iran （KAMO 
1973: 125―127）.

By the middle of the fourth millennium BC, Proto-Indo-Europeans had constituted 
tribes on the northern steppes of the Black Sea and Caspian Sea, which were descendants 
of hunter-gatherers. They had learned livestock breeding from the Oriental agricultural 
and pastoral civilization that initiated in Mesopotamia. Proto-Indo-Europeans had set up 
large-scale sheep breeding on steppes. It was a great feature to recruit and develop dogs 
as mediators in the sheep herding carried out by Proto-Indo-Europeans. At the end of the 
fourth millennium BC, it was almost certain that dogs were already at the side of 
shepherds when Proto-Indo-Europeans deployed breeding large flocks of sheep on the 

6 ）　Concerning the Gaul under Roman rule, “II est impossible de savoir dans quelle mesure les 
animaux sont plus ou moins employés à ces tâches. Les nombreux textes latins font par exemple 
référence au chien de berger （Columelle, 7,12 ; Varron, 2, 9 ; Virgile, Georg., 3, 44）, les représen-
tations et les descriptions littéraires font largement référence aux chiens de chasse, mais il est bien 
difficile de faire la part entre la réalité et l’imaginaire. De ce fait, rien ne permet d’établir avec 
certitude l’importance de l’utilisation des ces chiens, ni d’associer aux types de chiens présents sur 
les sites les services auxquels on les destinait.”（LEPETZ 1996: 99）

7 ）　Aristotle, History of Animals, IX. I. 2. Translated by Richard Cresswell, London: George Bell & 
Sons, 1887.

8 ）　In the Georgics of Virgil （70―19BC）, we read that Spartan dogs are suitable for hunting and 
Molossian dogs are suitable for guarding; “Neither be care of thy dogs the last-differed; but feed 
together on fattening whey the puppies of the fleet Spartan and the keen Molossian; never in their 
guard shalt thou dread thief by night in thy pens or inroad of wolves or restless Iberians behind 
thee; often likewise wilt thou urge the chase of the shy wilt ass, and the course hare or fallow deer 
with ty hounds, often rout the bear startled with their baying from his woodland wallowing-pool, 
and high among the hills drive the lordly stag with shouts into thy nets.”（VIRGIL 1905: 92―93）
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northern steps of the Black Sea and Caspian Sea. In this case, shepherds are likely to 
have attributed the function of guarding the herd from predators like wolves to dogs.

In any case, when sheep were domesticated in the Neolithic age, dogs would have 
played some role in their breeding, but, for example, as described above, their role in 
Neo-Babylonia was primarily that of guardians, not of sheep-herding using sophisticated 
skills （VILLARD 2002: 239―240）.

The skill of guiding sheep by herding dogs seems to have been established in Northern 
Europe in the Middle Ages, during the 12th and 13th centuries; as such, the extent to 
which dogs were performing their guiding function in ancient nomadism is not known. 
However, some assistance by dogs （guarding herds and shepherds’ families） was a vital 
function when carrying out sheep-herding on open grassland.9）

In any case, it is certain that dogs have played an important role as auxiliary animals 
in pastoral husbandry for a long time since gregarious grazers such as sheep and goats 
were domesticated. In that case, the main role of dogs would be as a watchdog to guard 
the sheep herd from predators like wolves, and to ensure the safety of family members.

Wolves （ancestors of dogs） are terrible predators of sheep. In pastoral husbandry, dogs 
often position themselves at the back of flocks and intimidate the flock in order to drive 
them in the direction that the shepherd has instructed. Sheep, which are scared of 
descendants of wolves, are run by terrible dogs. As shown in Figure 1（p. 83） and the 
active mediators in Figure 2 （p. 89）, in this organization, dogs belong to the category that 
is distinctly different from livestock animals （such as sheep）. As a result, three kinds of 
animals with different functions, namely shepherd （human） → mediators （dogs） → herd 
（sheep）, form a three-layered structure. On the other hand, when the mediators are 

castrated sheep and/or goat, they are obviously in the same category as the flock of sheep, 
although they are castrated. Therefore, it is reasonable that dogs fall into a different 
category from herds of sheep, whereas castrated sheep and/or goats as mediators belong 
to the same category as flock.

9 ）　“The author studies the geographical distribution of the « driving dog », able to round and gather 
the herds, by opposition to the « defending dog », whose sole function is to guard the flocks. The 
driving dog is a recent technique, typical of Western and Central Europe. It expanded from Iceland 
where it appeared before the thirteenth century. The author examines the geographical factors of 
the invention and the expansion of this technique: a） the extinction of the wolves, which allows the 
canine species to evaluate towards nimble and small forms, succeeding to the ancient molossus; b） 
an agrarian landscape of open fields with a complicated pattern of narrow strips, claiming precise 
movements of the flocks.”（PLANHOL 1969: 355）.
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Ⅱ　Dogs in the Proto-Indo-European Culture and Society

1．The Connotation of Dogs in the Indo-European Culture
Fossils of dogs were unearthed from the remains of Indo-Europeans from the Bronze 

Age. In Botai, dog bones were found on the west side of a house site. It is believed that 
the dogs were buried around the house to protect it from evil spirits. Dogs were also 
sacrificed during the ceremony. Dog bones buried near the house were also found in 
Deleivka, a Copper Age site in Ukraine. They may have served as house guards （PETERSON 
et al. 2006: 107―108）. Indo-European literature such as the Veda and Avesta also linked 
dogs to the west and attached deep significance to them.

In the Indo-European Rig Veda and Indo-Iranian Avesta religious texts, dating to 
the 1st millennium BC, dogs were considered the guardians of the gate to the 
Afterlife, which lay to the west. Why was the west considered the direction for the 
afterlife in Eurasia in later times? A common theme across many cultures was that 
the Sun God traversed the sky each day from east to west, growing older as he went 
until he expired in the west at sunset. The spiritual connection between dogs and the 
west appears to date to at least the Copper Age in this region. （PETERSON et al. 2006: 
108）

For Indo-Europeans, dogs were traditionally guardians in the real world to secure 
homes and families from outside enemies; what is more, they are frequently recalled as 
guardians in the spiritual world as well. As a result, there are numerous citations in the 
Vedas （PETERSON et al. 2006: 108）.

Dogs were special and noteworthy animals for Indo-European people. Dogs played an 
important role in the spiritual world guarding the gates to the underworld as they did for 
the Indo-Europeans in the real world. As “the presence of dogs was an ordinary feature of 
Eastern life in our Saviour’s time” （SMITH 1889: 612）, dogs were, of course, also present in 
Semitic Arab societies, including Jewish society, and “It [dog] was used by the Hebrews 
as a watch for their houses （Is. lvi. 10）, and for guarding their flocks （Job xxx. 1）” （ibid.）. 
But the conception for dogs makes a clear-cut difference in this respect between Indo-
Europeans and Jews-Muslims who detested and despised dogs.

Throughout the whole East “dog” is a term of reproach for impure and profane 
persons, and in this sense is used by the Jews respecting the Gentiles [...], and by 
Mohammedans respecting Christians. [...] the presence of dogs was an ordinary 
feature of Eastern life in our Saviour’s time. （SMITH 1889: 612）
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One of the reasons why they detest dogs is that dogs are regarded as unclean animals 
that eat dirty and impure objects like dead bodies.

Then also, as now, troops of hungry and semi-wild dogs used to wander about the 
fields and streets of the cities, devouring dead bodies and other offal （1 K. xiv. 11, xvi. 
4, xxi. 19, 23, xxii. 38; 2 K. ix. 10, 36; Jer. xv. 3; Ps. lix. 6, 14）, and thus became such 
objects of dislike that fierce and cruel enemies are poetically styled dogs in Ps. xxii. 
16, 20. Moreover the dog being an unclean animal （Is. lxvi. 3; Hor. Ep. i. 2, 26, “canis 
immundus et amica lutus sus”）, the terms dog, dead dog, dog’s head, were used as 
terms of reproach, or of humility in speaking of one’s self （1 Sam. xxiv. 14; 2 Sam. iii. 8, 
ix. 8, xvi. 9; 2 K. viii. 13）. （SMITH 1889: 612）

The role played by dogs in pastoral husbandry is definitely different between Indo-
Europeans and Jews-Muslims. In the Old Testament, typical images of Jewish shepherds 
and that of mediators are depicted （SIMITH 1889: 2961）.

The shepherd walks before them [herd of sheep], and they follow after, while the 
dogs, that Job talks of, bring up the rear. These Oriental shepherd dogs, by the way, 
are not, like those in other lands, fine faithful fellow, the friend and companion of 
their masters, and fit to figure in poetry. This would not suit Job’s disparaging 
comparison. They are a mean, sinister, ill-conditioned generation, kept at a distance, 
kicked about, and half starved, with nothing noble or attractive about them. Still, 
they lag lazily behind the flocks, making a furious barking at any intruder among 
their charge, and thus give warning of approaching danger. （THOMSON 1872: 202）

This text cited-above shows that dogs in the Islamic world were discriminated against 
in comparison to dogs in Indo-European society, where they fully carried out the role of 
mediators in pastoral husbandry. This contrast between the affection shown by Indo-
Europeans and the discrimination by Jews and Muslims is striking.10）

10）　When proposing hypotheses on “guerriers-chiens scythes”, A. Ivancik clearly defined the difference 
in the image of dogs between Indo-Europeans and Semites: “Les hypothèses proposées peuvent 
encore trouver une confirmation dans les données d’un texte akkadien mentionnant les Scythes [...]. 
Dans ce texte nous trouvons la phrase suivante [...] : « poseront-ils le vaillant chien du mal parmi eux 
（les Scythes） ? ». Alors que le mot zibu désigne une espèce canine （chacal, chien, loup） et a dans tous 

les cas une connotation péjorative évidente （enragé, se nourrissant de charogne, etc.）, qui est 
généralement celle attribuée au chien chez les Sémites, il est ici associé à l’adjectif qardu : « vaillant », 
qui se rencontre très souvent dans les textes et qui a un sens fortement positif. Il est souvent 
l’attribut des dieux et des rois, se rapporte parfois aux guerriers （rarement à l’ennemi）, en insistant 
sur leur vaillance et vigueur. La liaison zibu qardu ša lemitti, dans laquelle le dernier mot indique 
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2．Fraternity
1）　Initiation
The Indo-European tribes had initiation ceremonies for adolescents to sacrifice dogs at 

the winter solstice. Remains of the winter solstice New Year ceremonies were discovered 
at the Srubnaya settlement of Krasnosamarskoe （dating back to around 1750 BC）, along 
the Samara River on the northern steppes of the Caspian Sea in Russia. In the middle 
basin of Volga, the sacrifice of dogs was held as a winter solstice New Year ceremony. 
Dogs were carefully slaughtered, and canine teeth pendants were excavated, so that it 
looked exactly like the scenes depicted in Rig Veda. The ceremony of the winter solstice 
conducted by Indo-Europeans aimed to guide young people into becoming warriors. The 
symbol of this transition was dogs and wolves. The boys that died in the winter solstice  
became warriors （ANTHONY 2007: 410―411）.11）

2）　Werewolf
Werewolf is a human who transforms into a wolf; the oldest legend in which a werewolf 

was recorded is the transformation of a tribe called Neuri into wolves, as described by 
Herodotus in his History （Vol. 4, 105）.12） Neuri was said to be located in the north-east of 
Scythia; they were all transformed into wolves once a year for several days, and then 
changed back into their human form.

These men [The Neuri] seem to be magicians, for it is said of them by the Scythians 
and the Greeks settled in Scythia that once every year each Neurian becomes a wolf 
for a few days, and then is restored again to the same state. Though they affirm this. 
However, they do not persuade me; they affirm it nevertheless, and support their 

qu’il s’agit des forces du mal, c’est-à-dire des Scythes, a donc l’air d’un oxymoron.” （IVANCIK 1993: 323―
324）

11）　“A Srubnaya site excavated by this author contained surprising evidence for one more parallel 
between Indo-Iranian （and perhaps even Proto-Indo-European） ritual and archaeological evidence 
in the steppes: the midwinter New Year’s sacrifice and initiation ceremony, held on the winter 
solstice. Many Indo-European myths and rituals contained references to this event. One of its 
functions was to initiate young men into the warrior category （Männerbünde, korios）, and its 
principal symbol was the dog or wolf. Dogs represented death; multiple dogs or a multi-headed dog 
（Cerberus, Saranyu） guarded the entrance to the Afterworld. At initiation, death came to both the 

old year and boyhood identities, and as boys became warriors they would feed the dogs of death. In 
the RV the oath brotherhood of warriors that performed sacrifices at midwinter were called the 
Vrâtyas, who also were called dog-priests. The ceremonies associated with them featured many 
contests, including poetry recitation and chariot races.” （ANTHONY 2007: 410）

12）　“This is the earliest reference to the widespread superstition as to werewolves.”（HERODOTUS & 
GODOLPHIN 1973: 143）
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assertion with an oath. （HERODOTUS 1899: 244―245）

As Herodotus described in the legend of the Neuri werewolf, a wolf religion already 
existed in either the Slavic or Baltic nations from around the fifth century BC.

Dogs buried in mounds may be semantic alternatives to wolves, or more likely, are 
archeological evidence of rituals left in the origins of Indo-European tribes. In these 
rituals, dogs were sacrificed as “werewolf-like god-warrior” （PETERSON et al. 2006:  287）. 
The purpose of the ceremony was to identify themselves as dogs/wolves during the 
ceremony and to become aware of themselves as brave warriors. In the Indo-European 
culture, dogs were associated to the idea of being “brave warriors like wolves”.

3）　Fraternity and Raids on Surrounding Villages
“Fraternity,” which was studied by Swedish historian Stig Wikander, was a legendary 

practice particular to Indo-European tribes in which single men were organized to invade 
other tribes and ethnic groups in surrounding areas. Groups of young people that 
transformed themselves into wolves through a ceremony of initiation rites and werewolf 
legends, assaulted nearby and/or remote settlements as though they were ferocious 
wolves. As they believed themselves to be wolves or dogs when raiding, this legendary 
custom was linked to their transformation into dogs and wolves （WIKANDER 1997）.

Livestock have an unparalleled value as being the property of nomads. In particular, 
for a single young man, owning livestock was very beneficial for getting a bride. Such 
habits would have naturally encouraged young people to form violent groups and attack 
surrounding tribes. During the Bronze Age, while the Proto-Indo-Europeans lived on 
steppes, they exchanged goods and traded peacefully with nearby farmers, small groups 
of young people sacked for seizure. The initiation ceremony of the Proto-Indo-Europeans 
urged them to go outside and pillage as if they were dogs or wolves in organized bands. In 
addition, raiding others’ livestock was justified in return for sacrifices to gods. When on 
foot, local gangs of youngsters could attack nearby tribes in the Tripoli culture, which 
destroyed only friendships; but when riding on horses, they were able to attack distant 
tribes as well （ANTHONY 2007: 239）.

However, raids by local gangs of Proto-Indo-European youth were still primitively 
organized, in that they could not proceed far from their village. Their organization form 
was not a full-fledged professional military force, but a rudimentary one compared to the 
military organization that was the organization of the cavalry in the later period. Military 
organizations by fraternity continued to work in Iran during the Iron Age （WIKANDER 1997）.

3．��The Formation of the Military Aristocracy that is Unique to Indo-Euro-
peans

Robert Nisbet wrote: “Western civilization is by far the most war-oriented, war-
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dominated, and militaristic civilization of all civilizations to date” （DUCHESNE 2009b: 13）. 
In reference to this work, Ricardo Duchesne, strongly demonstrated the competitiveness 
of European domination: There is no civilization in any part of the world where military 
personnel reigned as aristocrats, but only European civilizations had a military 
aristocracy, and as a result, European civilizations were the most ferocious, and it is the 
most militant civilization; additionally, as Nietzsche says, the vital individual in 
European history is the aristocrat that forms the essence of Europe （DUCHESNE 2009a; 
2009b）.

In short, Duchesne argued that European civilization was a very warlike civilization 
built by military aristocrats in the spirit of war. The distinctive character of this military 
aristocracy is singular.

The origins of this military aristocracy are the nomads that came from the northern 
Caspian Sea steppe in the fourth millennium BC.13） Originally, they recognized 
themselves as “free warriors who became wolves”, and they were dressed as wild animals. 
They were the military forces that were consistently the core of European civilization 
from ancient times.14）

They were powerful military forces because free fighters, who were motivated by 
personal freedom and personal ambition, voluntarily participated under a competent 
charismatic leader; each member agreed with the leader under free will about their 
responsibilities and mutual duties. Naturally, the military groups that were constituted 
by such active and vigorous fighters performed brilliantly on the battle fields and 

13）　“But the Indo-Europeans were a “new type” of warlike society in the sense that “some men,” not 
just the king, were free to strive for personal recognition. They were, moreover, horse-riders in 
possession of a more dynamic economy which included ox-drawn wheeled wagons, cattle rearing, 
and ploughs, combined with a healthier diet of meat, bone marrow, and dairy products, which gave 
Indo-Europeans a more robust physical anthropology. These economic conditions, combined with 
their aristocratic temperament, were decisive in the initial restlessness of Indo-Europeans. There 
have been quite a few other intense warlike peoples-Aztecs and Iroquois, Zulus and Maori- but 
these were outside the main theater of world history, and their class structure, religious beliefs, and 
cultural values were not aristocratic.” （DUCHESNE 2009a: 19）

14）　“The single and singular warrior in combat was idolized. Having the opportunity to fight in this 
way, the “freedom...to outdo other warriors” was the “highest happiness.” A life that lacked deeds 
was the “greatest grief.” The “manhood” of warriors depended on deeds of berserk daring. This 
psychological state of fighting-the wild, beast-like howling and “stormy unruliness”-carried to an 
extreme the individuality and singularity of the warrior. The etymology of “gone berserk” stresses 
the “trance-like state madness” of fighters, their animalized transfiguration into wild creatures, a 
bear or a wolf, separated from social controls of any kind, in an utter state of fury （furor, menos, or 
wut）.” （DUCHESNE 2009b: 23―24）
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functioned as very efficient organizations.15） Scythian worriers were well-known for their 
audacity and braveness when they fought aggressively, so much so that they were 
labelled “gurriers-chiens [dogs-worriers.]”16）

The primordial origin of the Western world should be sought in the irrational heroic 
spirit of the prehistoric Proto-Indo-Europeans, rather than in the rational spirit of 
Ancient Greece. Western roots must be found in the fundamentally different aristocratic 
character that first appeared in history in the Northern Steppes of the Black Sea 
（DUCHESNE 2009b: 50―51）.

4．��A Three-Tiered Structure Generated by Dog-Mediators in the Nomadic 
Herding Organization

1）　��Emergence of Three-tiered Structure through Assigning Dogs the Role of Mediators 
in the Proto-Indo-European Herding Organization

Dogs were originally domesticated when their ancestors were wolves. Wolves are 
terrifying predators of sheep. A group of sheep is driven by atrocious dogs so that they 
move as a flock. They are shown in the triangle on the right hand side of Figure 1 as 
active mediators, revealing that in this nomadic organization the mediators and the herd 
of livestock belong to distinctly different categories. They are constituted of three kinds of 
animals: shepherds （human） → mediators （dogs） → herd （sheep）. Therefore, this entity 
has a three-tiered structure, with shepherds at the top, dogs in the middle tier, and 
sheep, called livestock herds, in the lowest tier. A three-tiered structure was generated 
by the presence of dog-mediators in the herding organization of the Proto-Indo-

15）　“Patronage could be extended to members of other tribes as well as to free individuals who were 
lower in status and were thus tempted to surrender some of their independence in favor of protection 
and patronage. Now, in addition to these relations of clientage, IE nobles were grouped into war-
bands. These bands were freely constituted associations of men operating independently from tribal 
or kinship ties. They could be initiated by any powerful individual on the merits of his martial 
abilities.” （DUCHESNE 2009b: 32―33）. “The underlying （yet to be “civilized”） basis of Greek civic and 
cultural life was the aristocratic ethos of individualism and competitive conflict that pervaded Indo-
European culture.” （DUCHESNE�2009b: 47）.

16）　Just before the phrases cited in the footnote 10）, Ivancik traces the evolution of the image of 
“guerriers-chiens scythes”; “Le caractère métaphorique de la désignation des Scythes comme « 
chiens » （si on peut parler ici de métaphore, car les guerriers scythes ne se comparaient pas avec des 
chiens, mais se considéraient comme tels） devait rapidement disparaître dans ce récit. [...] Cette 
glose n’est compréhensible que si on la met en rapport avec les notions de guerriers-chiens et doit se 
référer, comme c’est le cas habituel pour Hésychios, à un texte littéraire précis, ce qui expliquerait 
aussi la forme du mot （au pluriel）. Cette glose nous montre justement le moment où le sens primitif 
du texte est devenu incompréhensible, et la désignation iranienne （scythe） des guerriers y est 
expliquée, peut-être sous l’influence du contexte, par le mot « chiens ».” （IVANCIK 1993: 322―323）
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Europeans.
Of course, since the Middle Ages, dogs have become sheepdogs with very sophisticated 

skills that continue to be found in Europe today. However, by the end of the fourth 
millennium BC, when the Proto-Indo-Europeans began rearing large flocks of sheep on 
the northern steppes of the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, dogs were very likely to have 
been beside the shepherds. In this case, they scarcely served as herding dogs （similarly to 
how we know them today）, but probably as guard dogs to protect the herd from wolves and 
other predators.

2）　Freedom Guaranteed by a “Contract”
In addition to this, as mediators, there are crucial differences in autonomy and 

independence when comparing castrated sheep to domesticated dogs. Castrated sheep 
follow the shepherd’s full instructions and lead the flock of sheep that follow and behave 
in the same way as the sheep-mediators.

Dog-mediators instead enjoy a certain degree of autonomy and, above all, a certain 
degree of freedom. As dogs protect herds from predators in exchange for nourishment and 
food given by shepherds, dogs have the freedom to flee whenever they are dissatisfied 
with the value of the provisions. As they play the role of mediators, dogs cannot be tied to 
the chain all day long. If you do that, dogs wouldn’t be able to work as mediators any 
more.

In the Proto-Indo-European nomadic organization, the shepherd had the right to 
determine everything, including the fate of sheep, as if he were the sovereign God. As 

Table 2　A Relationship Similar to a Contract between Shepherds and Mediators

“Organizational principles peculiar to Indo-European people”
Relationship Characteristics

No Predator–Prey Relation Shepherds are not the predators of dogs.
Hierarchical Relation The dogs are placed in lower positions because they are given 

instructions as mediators from the Shepherds. However, the 
dogs have a certain degree of autonomy and freedom, as  they 
can leave any time they are dissatisfied with the value of 
what is being provided.

Assignment by Skill Dogs have the potential to control herds, which exceeds hu-
man ability. Shepherds adopted dogs as mediators, paying 
attention to this ability.

Relation concluded by “contract” 
（mutual content）

The Shepherd provides dogs with certain benefits such as 
food and protection. In return, dogs are doing jobs including 
controlling and managing the herd. However, dogs can break 
this relationship and leave  the organization if they are not 
satisfied with it. Shepherds and dogs thus have a kind of con-
tractual relationship.

Source: NAKAGAWA （2020: 446）
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domesticated animals, sheep were under the shepherd’s full control and he had the 
supremacy to slaughter the herd or keep them alive; the shepherd acted as if sheep were 
creatures at the mercy of God’s providence. Of course, both domesticated and castrated 
sheep were detained by this organization and could not escape. In contrast, dogs were in 
a completely different situation; although they seemed to be under the control of the 
shepherd, like sheep, and received instructions from shepherds in their role as mediators, 
they enjoyed a certain degree of freedom, such as leaving when they were not satisfied 
with the refuge provided by the shepherd. Although the relationship with the shepherd 
was not an equal one, the dogs could leave at their own will. Therefore, we can call this 
relationship a kind of “contract” based on an agreement upheld by both sides. Dogs as 
mediators were animals under control from the perspective of the shepherd, yet from the 
perspective of sheep, dogs were namely the sovereign gods who were masters of their own 
destiny.

Castrated sheep as mediators were included in the same category as sheep of the herd 
in the nomadic herding. However, dogs belong to a completely different category because 
dogs’ ancestors were terrible predators （i.e. wolves）. The consequent three-tiered 
structure was established only when dogs became mediators.

In the middle of the fourth millennium BC, the development of steppes by the Proto-
Indo-Europeans was effectively enhanced. A number of innovations contributed to this 
development, especially with dogs assigned to mediators, along with wagons and 
horseback riding. The fact that dogs became mediators has generated a three-tiered 
hierarchy by function in the nomadic organization. The three levels of function were the 
real foundations for the Proto-Indo-Europeans to embrace the trifunctional ideology.17） 
Therefore, the fact that dogs were assigned to be mediators was the social and economic 
（in other words, realistic） basis of the trifunctional ideology.

We quoted Duchesne already to confirm the existence of a military aristocracy as a 
characteristic unique to European civilizations. Schematic simplification of history shows 
that, under charismatic leaders, “free warrior corps” have been formed and that this 
military aristocracy was the driving force behind the expansion of the Indo-Europeans. 
Initially, they extruded externally by force and occupied outside territories in advance; to 
consolidate their conquest, they later invited their tribes to join and reign the newly 
occupied territories as rulers. The service style of the origin of these belligerent people 
was the dogs to which the role of active mediators were assigned in nomadic steppes.18）

17）　The trifunctionality （trifonctionalité in French） is the structure of gods in the archetypal myths 
derived by French mythologist Georges Dumézil （1898―1986） in his comparative study of myths 
belonging to Indo-Europeans.

18）　“[...] free warriors were unique to the West and not to any other culture in the world. The 
individualism of the Homeric heroes came originally from the Indo-European aristocrats who took 
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3）　Passive Mediators and Active Mediators
Semitic nomads usually use castrated sheep and/or goats as mediators. As already 

argued, when the mediators are castrated sheep/goats, they belong to the same category 
as the sheep bundled in a flock. Therefore, as shown by the passive mediator type on the 
far left of Figure 1, this organization consists of a two-tiered hierarchy: the shepherd as 
the absolute sovereign, and the herd including mediators and sheep. The latter group 
contains mediators and sheep together, so that they are regarded as a single category. In 
this passive mediator type, as in the case of castrated sheep/goats, the mediators are 
placed by the shepherd at the forefront of the herd and commanded to lead it. Apparently, 
then, there are only two categories of animals: humans （shepherds） and sheep （livestock）. 
In our hypothesis, Semitic Jewish and Islamic societies have their origin in nomadic 
societies using castrated sheep/goats as mediators, with a basic social framework of a 
two-tiered structure.

The religious beliefs codified in the Old Testament and the social structures that rely 
on it largely depend on nomadic activities. As noted above, mediators are indispensable to 
nomadism, while Semitic nomadism relies on passive mediators such as castrated sheep/
goats. However, nomadic organizations of the Proto-Indo-Europeans often use dogs to 

over the Greek mainland in the second millennium, and founded Mycenaean culture. The argument 
of this paper is that the primordial roots of Western individualism, and the rise of the West at large, 
must be traced back to the aristocratic warlike culture of the Indo-Europeans （IE）. One key trait of 
aristocratic societies is the rule of a class of men-at-arms who recognized the free status of each 
other even though there is a recognized leader, ‘the bravest hero.’” （DUCHESNE 2009a:16）
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Figure 1　  Passive Mediators and Active Mediators in Nomadic Herding: Castrated Sheep or Dogs
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assign active mediators. This clear-cut difference served as the identity of the Proto-
Indo-Europeans when they were confronted with other ethnic groups, especially Semitic 
ones. They realized that it was the source of freedom and the foundation upon which they 
depended.

Why did nomadism, which was established around 5000 BC, decide the destiny of 
mankind afterwards? In our hypothesis, this was because they created a three-tiered 
social structure and devised the function-based principle; the key of that innovation was 
the existence of mediators, especially the assignment of dogs to that task. We propose 
that this divergence of mediators brought about by a generation of active mediators 
distinguished the Christian type from the Jewish-Islamic type in the nomadic social 
structure.19）

Ⅲ　The Mediator in European Christianity

1．The Many Mediators in Monotheism and Jesus as a Jew in the Bible
Normal people cannot communicate directly with an absolute and transcendent God, so 

that monotheistic religions that worship an absolute God require people who serve as 
agents to connect God to man. The people who mediate between God and man are 
mediators. They can be mediators between the transcendental and human worlds in 
terms of revelation and salvation. Therefore, in the monotheistic world ruled by a 
transcendental God, the agents that play the role of mediators can be many because 
intermediation is primordially indispensable.

19）　In this paper, the function-based principle refers to the principle of organization based on 
functions. That is to say, it is the principle of forming organizations by establishing jobs or tasks in 
advance, and then recruiting the most suitable human resources for these jobs afterwards. This 
principle is now commonplace. However, this was not the case in the overwhelming majority of 
human existence. In hunting-gathering activities, humans were constituted of small groups, namely 
bands, where they were organized on kinship-based principles; these principles formed 
organizations by establishing relations on kinship in advance, and then attributed jobs to members 
afterwards. In band organization, the band members （almost relatives） were people who had 
already been affiliates. When pastoral herding began, the mediators - assistants of shepherds - who 
took care of conducting the flock of sheep, became indispensable. In the case of Proto-Indo-
Europeans, when they carried out mass breeding of the herbivorous grazers, namely sheep, they 
accommodated some kinds of dogs to assign them the job of mediators. The job of mediators in the 
herding organization was beyond human capacity; no member of the human band was able to fulfill 
it. Consequently, Proto-Indo-Europeans found some kind of dogs to be mediators. In our hypothesis, 
this would be the beginning of the function-based principle.
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The history of religions contains many examples of figures who mediate between 
the transcendent and the human worlds, whether in respect of revelation or 
salvation. Depending on how the fundamental needs of the human condition are 
religiously conceived ― whether in terms of ignorance or of sin ― the mediator 
channels divine power, illuminating darkness or dispelling guilt in the name of the 
divine. Medicine-men, priests, gurus, prophets, sacred kings, avatars and founders of 
great religions are all in different ways, believed to effect some, more or less 
temporary, bridging of the gap between the transcendent, however it is conceived, 
and ignorant or sinful man. （RICHARDSON & BOWDEN 1983: 354）

In the religions that recognize a transcendent God, mediators are not unusual, and 
there can be multiple mediators. In short, in Judaism there were many intermediaries 
between the transcendent God and man. In the doctrine of Judaism and Islam, therefore, 
the mediator is not necessarily Jesus Christ alone, but other mediators that may also be 
human. John Passmore describes the clear-cut difference between Jews-Muslims and 
Christians on this human position.

But he [Maimonides] later rejected that [man-centred] view as in essence 
profoundly non-Jewish. Genesis makes it perfectly clear, he then argues, that the 
world was good before man was created: ‘It should not be believed’, he concludes, ‘that 
all beings exist for the sake of the existence of man. On the contrary, all the other 
beings, too, have been intended for their own sakes and not for the sake of something 
else. And this is the more typically Jewish attitude.

Christianity, on the other hand, with its God who took human shape, is, or tends to 
be, anthropocentric, at least so far as the things of this world are concerned. For the 
Jews, as for the Muslims, it is blasphemous to suppose that God could become a man; 
for many other religions, God was as likely to become a bull, or a monkey, as a man. 
The peculiarities of Christian attitudes to nature derive in large part from its man-
centredness. So Calvin, for example, is quite confident that God ‘created all things for 
man’s sake’. God, Calvin’s argument runs, could have created the universe, had he so 
chosen, in one day. He chose, however, to take six days in order to demonstrate to 
man that everything had been made ready for him, that he entered the earth like a 
royal guest whose importance is indicated by the fact that he enters last. （PASSMORE 
1980: 12―13）

We agree with Passmore’s argument that Christianity believes in the human form of 
God and that it is therefore anthropocentric. The idea of strengthening the orientation 
towards Jesus Christ means to further strengthen the anthropocentric tendency in the 
doctrine; Lynn White, Jr. said that “Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the 
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world has seen” （WHITE 1968: 86）.20） Therefore, when Jesus was defined as the mediator, 
Christianity began to accelerate its pace towards anthropocentrism.

It is also important to note here that Passmore states that “For the Jews, as for the 
Muslims, it is blasphemous to suppose that God could become a man”; what is 
unacceptable for Jews and Muslims is the setting of Jesus as the “Son of God,” in that 
this entails the conception of being both God and man.

Conversely, for Christians, the attribute that Jesus was both God and man has to be 
preserved. For Christians, this attribute is the core of the faith that must be protected 
absolutely. Jesus must not be an ordinary human-being for Christians.21） Here lies the 
necessity of the Trinity for Christians.

The theological difficulties faced by early Christians （the Old Catholic Church） were, 
first of all, the difficult question of whether Jesus was human or divine. Without the 
divinity of Jesus, Christianity itself could not be established. For these Christians, 
protecting Jesus’s divinity was a crucial premise. But there was a troublesome problem 
here, in that the Jewish character of Jesus is in the foreground of the Bible, and is rather 
strongly depicted. It is agreed among most scholars on Christology that “He [Jesus 
Christ] was born, lived, and died as a Jew. Jesus’s identity cannot be understood apart 
from his Jewishness.” 22）

20）　“What did Christianity tell people about their relations with the environment?
While many of the world’s mythologies provide stories of creation, Greco-Roman mythology was 

singularly incoherent in this respect. Like Aristotle, the intellectuals of the ancient West denied that 
the visible world had had a beginning. Indeed, the idea of a beginning was impossible in the 
framework of their cyclical notion of time. In sharp contrast, Christianity inherited from Judaism 
not only a concept of time as nonrepetitive and linear but also a striking story of creation. By 
gradual stages a loving and all-powerful God had created light and darkness, the heavenly bodies, 
the earth and all its plants, animals, birds, and fishes. Finally, God had created Adam and, as an 
afterthought, Eve to keep man from being lonely. Man named all the animals, thus establishing his 
dominance over them. God planned all of this explicitly for man’s benefit and rule: no item in the 
physical creation had any purpose save to serve man’s purposes. And, although man’s body is made 
of clay, he is not simply part of nature: he is made in God’s image.

Especially in its Western form, Christianity is the most anthropocentric religion the world has 
seen.” （WHITE 1968: 85―86）

21）　“Moral Character of Jesus. ― According to the unanimous teaching of the Apostles, and the faith 
of universal Christendom, Jesus was a divine-human person, the God-Man[...], and hence the 
Mediator between God and man and the Saviour of the race. The idea and aim of religion, as union 
and communion of man with God, was fully actualized in Christ, and can be actualized in us only in 
proportion as we become united to Him. The Synoptic Gospels represent Him predominantly is the 
divine man, the Gospel of John as the incarnate God; the result in both is the same.” （SMITH 1889: 
1384）

22）　Among so many avowals on the subject, we will simply quote Shaye I.D. Cohen （Samuel 
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In many places in the New Testament, Jesus is also depicted as a shepherd.

As the sheep is an emblem of meekness, patience, and submission, it is expressly 
mentioned as typifying these qualities in the person of our blessed Lord （Is. liii 7; Acts 
viii. 32, &c）. The relation that exists between Christ, “the chief Shepherd,” and his 
members, is beautifully compared to that which in the East is so strikingly exhibited 
by the shepherds to their flocks （see Thomson, Land and Book, p. 203）. （SMITH 1889: 
2963）

In these depictions, Jesus plays the role of taking care of the large sheep herd by 
protecting, growing, and leading the sheep to a good path. When portrayed as a shepherd 
in the Bible, Jesus gazes gently upon believers and is full of the spirit of charity by loving 
people with tenderness. In real nomadic societies, the Semitic type of nomads adopt 
castrated sheep/goats as mediators. The relationship between the shepherd and the sheep 
in the Bible fully describes the two-tiered structure of West Asian society in which 
castrated sheep are the mediators.

If we are to be faithful to the Bible in a literal sense, Jesus’s humanity will come to the 
fore and his deity will be insufficient. In the New Testament, the human aspect of Jesus 
comes out naturally. This is reasonable enough because Jesus is described as quite a 
typical Jew in the Holy Book. If the view that Jesus in the New Testament is an 
unambiguous Jew is right, this portrayal of Jesus indicates a shepherd in line with 
Semitic nomads who use castrated sheep/goats as mediators, and who take care of their 
people gently. Thus, according to how he is depicted in the New Testament, as a shepherd 
who guides lost lambs, Jesus would be perfectly acceptable in the Semitic monotheistic 
world. This makes him look and seem like a regular prophet.

When Judeo-Christianity came out of the Jewish framework and became early 
Christianity, the pressing task for Christians was to clarify Jesus’s humanity, which was 
quite obvious in so far as its reliance on the Bible. This might raise some doubts about the 
divinity of Jesus. In the New Testament, Jesus Christ was depicted as a shepherd who 
gently breeds a flock of sheep, so it was necessary to convert the image of Jesus that was 

Ungerleider Professor of Judaic Studies and Professor of Religious Studies Brown University）, even 
though some Christians are sure to disagree: “Was Jesus a Jew? Of course, Jesus was a Jew. He was 
born of a Jewish mother, in Galilee, a Jewish part of the world. All of his friends, associates, 
colleagues, disciples, all of them were Jews. [...] He lived, was born, lived, died, taught as a Jew. This 
is obvious to any casual reader of the gospel text. What’s striking is not so much that he was a Jew 
but that the gospels make no pretense that he wasn’t. The gospels have no sense yet that Jesus was 
anything other than a Jew.” （https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/jesus/
bornliveddied.html, accessed on the 25th of March, 2020）
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illustrated in the Bible.23）

2．Jesus Christ, the True Mediator: Half-Man and Half-God
Even when taking into account the great personalities in the Old and New Testaments, 

as well as how important their intermediary works are, Christians regard them as being 
less significant than the fact that Jesus Christ is the true mediator. Although the 
understanding of what a mediator is differs in Judaism and Christianity, discussion on 
the mediator is a framework that is quite familiar to Christianity, and it may be suitable 
to the European worldview. The implications carried by Christians in terms of mediators 
would be essential, but then what kind of other implications might this carry?

Thomas Aquinas held that it is as man that Christ is mediator of God and man （ST 
3a. 26, 2）; for only as man is he distinct from God and only as perfect man is he 
distinct from sinful man, and the office of mediator ’implies being set apart from both 
extremes’. This may be deemed to be somewhat artificial. For Christian incarnational 
theology supposes that it is God himself in the person of his Son who breaks down 
the barriers between God and man by identifying himself with sinful man. It could 
equally well be argued that far from being set apart from both extremes, Jesus Christ 
so unites God and man as to do away with the need for a mediator altogether. 
（RICHARDSON & BOWDEN 1983: 355）

That is, Jesus Christ stands apart from the two poles: the God and the human. 
Christianity thinks that he is the mediator because he is God in the form of a human.

The mediators are considered to be intermediaries between God and man in the New 
Testament, as well as in the Old Testament, but Christians set the goal of the 
intermediation to Jesus Christ as mentioned in the Scripture [Timothy 2.5]. In 
Christendom, therefore, the mediator refers only to Jesus Christ; by standard 
interpretation of the Christendom, the mediator is Jesus Christ, and nobody else. That is, 
for Christians, only Jesus Christ is considered the true mediator.

It is a cardinal principle of NT religion that all these mediatorial roles were taken 
over and exercised with finality and permanence by Jesus Christ. He is the ‘one 

23）　Such Semitic shepherds are depicted in this scene as gentle shepherds who care tenderly for sheep, 
but these shepherds eventually slaughter herds or let them be slaughtered. Domesticated gregarious 
herbivores such as sheep, cattle, and horses are not pets; they are bred to provide food and materials 
for humans. It is the fate of gregarious herbivores to be slaughtered by shepherds when needed. The 
absolute control of the herd by such shepherds should be regarded as the origin of dictatorship. 
These tender shepherds were, in a sense, the ones who paved the way to tyranny （FOUCAULT 1979）.
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mediator between God and men, Christ Jesus, himself man, who sacrificed himself to 
win freedom for all mankind’ （I Tim. 2.5; see also Heb. 9.15; 12.24）. It is through the 
mediation of Christ alone that, according to Christian preaching, salvation from sin 
is available to man […]. In this sense, Christian theology, both Catholic and 
Protestant, has affirmed the sole mediatorship of Jesus Christ. （RICHARDSON & 
BOWDEN 1983: 354―355）

At the same time, however, questions were raised, not only in the domain of religious 
doctrine, but also on the principles that regulate society. In this paper we call them the 
organizational principles. Based on the belief that the first Christians held, Jesus is the 
true mediator; consequently, the true mediator became the very identity of Western 
Christians. Non-Jewish Christians were not satisfied with Jesus acting as a Semitic type 
shepherd who dictated castrated sheep/goats in their role as passive mediators.

If Jesus is allocated the role of a shepherd according to the Semitic nomadic 
organization, his divinity would be denied because he would be merely regarded as one of 
the many prophets. Jesus, serving as a passive mediator just like castrated sheep/goats, 
would lead a group of people who were highly submissive and obedient.

As shown in Figure 2, in the three-tiered structure of “God → Jesus Christ → 
Christians”, the mediator stands apart from both the highest and the lowest positions. 
That is why Jesus Christ alone is considered the genuine mediator in Christianity.

Only as an active mediator does Jesus have divinity as God. Thus, the Trinity was a 
theory for converting a passive mediator, as described in the Bible, into an active 
mediator that was incarnated in the Son. According to the Trinity theory, although he 
has the persona of a shepherd, he is simultaneously an active mediator; due to the 
Trinity, Jesus qualifies as an active mediator, while also preserving his divinity.

European Christians recognized what freedom was in the role of an active mediator. 
Then, by turning Jesus into an active mediator, they succeeded in sliding the idea of 
freedom into the doctrine of monotheism. More than 1500 years later, from the era of the 

Figure 2　Jesus Christ as the Genuine Mediator
ChristendomPrototype

Jesus ChristMediators

Shepherd God

Sheep Christians

Source: NAKAGAWA （2020: 451） 
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first Christians, German theologian Jürgen Moltmann （1926―） advocated the social 
Trinity and stated that monotheism was a dictatorial theology, while the Trinity was the 
theology that brought freedom to humans （MOLTMANN 1993: 97―128）.

The doctrine of the Trinity which evolves out of the surmounting of monotheism for 
Christ’s sake, must therefore also overcome this monarchism, which legitimates 
dependency, helplessness and servitude. This doctrine of the Trinity must be 
developed as the true theological doctrine of freedom. Religiously motivated political 
monotheism has always been used in order to legitimate domination, from the 
emperor cults of the ancient world, Byzantium and the absolute ideologies of the 
seventeenth century, down to the dictatorships of the twentieth. The doctrine of the 
Trinity which, on the contrary, is developed as a theological doctrine of freedom must 
for its part point towards a community of men and women without supremacy and 
without subjection. （MOLTMANN 1993: 192）

He endorses the Trinity by emphasizing that monotheism is based on domination and 
slavery, and that the Trinity, in contrast, is based on a community without classes and 
privileges （MOLTMANN 1993: 215―216）. At this instance, he emphasizes the role played by 
Jesus Christ as the mediator. Based on his argument, the true freedom of men is made 
possible through the idea of Jesus Christ as the true mediator.24）

Moltmann insisted that the Trinity theory served to guarantee freedom for humans, 
unlike the dictatorial God in Judaism and Islam. The concept of Jesus reveals that 
Christians are convinced that active mediators are the grounds and sources of freedom. 
This is a consequence of the fact that active mediators are considered to be the source of 
identity for European Christians, especially when they face Jews and Muslims.25）

24）　“If the Father creates the world in his love for the Son, then he also creates the world through him. 
In his eternal Son he sees the world. It is for fellowship with the Son that he destines men and 
women. Everything that is made, is made to point in the direction of the free kingdom of the Son. So 
it is from eternity that the Son has been destined to be the Logos, the mediator of creation. If he is 
destined to be the mediator of creation, then he is also destined to be the ‘centre’ for free mankind - 
destined, that is, for incarnation, and to be the leader and Lord of the kingdom of liberty. The idea of 
the Son’s mediating function in creation （which is necessary for the trinitarian concept） stands in 
correlation both to the idea of the incarnation of God’s Son, and to the idea of the lordship of the Son 
of Man.”（MOLTMANN 1993: 112）

25）　The situations described in the New Testament are called the Semitic milieu in this paper. The 
Semitic milieu has a different character from the Indo-European world described by the 
trifunctional ideology inherent in the Indo-European culture, which was advocated by Georges 
Dumézil. As is often said, European civilization is derived from the Hebrew and Germanic origins. 
As mentioned in the text, we consider the Trinity theory an attempt to harmonize the two 
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Conclusion ― Half-man, Half-God: The Foundation of European Identity

Why did Christianity, born out of Judaism, give Jesus Christ such unique attributes? 
Why did Europeans embrace such a unique attribute of the mediator during the 
conversion from paganism to Christianity in the first half of the first millennium, and 
why have they maintained their beliefs for more than 1500 years?

From the fifth millennium BC, the Proto-Indo-European tribes began to disperse in 
several directions, and tribes heading west eventually became part of the ancestry of 
current European nations, such as Germans, Celts, and Romans. They began embracing 
Christianity in the first millennium, and one of the characteristics of European 
conversion to Christianity was the acceptance of the notion of Jesus Christ as the 
mediator. This idea is compatible with the aforementioned stipulation that the mediator 
embodied in Jesus Christ is “being set apart from both extremes” （RICHARDSON & BOWDEN 
1983: 355）. Since the Indo-Europeans had already kept dogs as their mediators in nomadic 
husbandry, they were accustomed to the attributes of being half-god, half-man. 
Therefore, the active mediators mentioned in this paper could be regarded as the origins 
of the concept of half-god, half-man.

For example, as Eugen Fink emphasizes, the true place of man lies between gods and 
animals, and therefore humans can only live in the position of being between gods and 
animals. Thus, as he describes, dogs as mediators symbolically have the Centaur 
character of a half-God, half-beast. This half-God, half-beast mediator was the 
archetypal pattern that Europeans used as a reference when drawing self-portraits. Yet, 
there is also tension between the divine and animal elements they have within 
themselves. As a result, humans have fallen into an uneasy existence that is constantly 

antagonistic standpoints in organization principals, which originated from different worlds. If our 
hypothesis is true, it would be natural for Christians to try and compare Scriptures and 
Trifunctional ideology, and to reinforce the Trinity with the Trifunctional ideology. As far as we 
know, the paper of Porter and Hobbs （PORTER & HOBBS 1999） is one of rare articles published on the 
subject. However, while trying to find the Trinity in the Scriptures of the New Testament, their 
arguments to harmonize the Trinity and the worldview based on the trifunctional ideology seem to 
have failed. In the world view of the trifunctional ideology, the functions of sovereignty, battle, and 
production are clearly divided into three irreversible parts so that the distinguished hierarchy of 
upper and lower classes becomes an essential character. The clear-cut hierarchy of classes sustained 
by the trifunctional ideology is apparently inconsistent with the disposition of Gods claimed by the 
Trinity （three is one, one is three）. Although the Semitic Principles were mitigated and softened by 
the Trinity doctrine, we consider harmonization between the two principles （two-tiered or three-
tiered） to be impossible, because fundamental principles from two different worlds collided there in 
the first place.
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torn in metaphysical terms, like the Centaur （a half-god, half-beast existence）, which has 
a contradictory double existence.

The human being thus appears as an intellect stained with sensuousness and as an 
animal perturbed by intellectuality―as a double-being, so to speak, made up of parts 
that conflict with each other, as a centaur. As the mythical creature “centaur” 
consists of an animal lower body and a human upper body, so Western metaphysics 
thinks of the human being as simultaneously half-animal and half-divine. This 
centauresque basic feature of the traditional image of the human being is a 
disastrous legacy, insomuch as human existence’s essential relation to the world was 
thereby concealed and obscured by the human being’s innerworldly distance from the 
animal and God. （FINK 2016: 63）

This is the exact archetypal pattern for building the self-consciousness of Europeans, 
as well as for constructing the European world order later on.26） The Centaur （half-god, 
half-animal） described here is the original form of the mediator that would play an 
important role in later European history. This type of mediator frequently comes to the 
forefront of the European tradition of ideas, and plays an important social role. 
Europeans find it difficult to settle the organization without mediators carrying out 
similar functions connecting the top and the bottom, so that they recognize that the 
mediator is a prototypical pattern for the construction of European world order. This is 
exactly the role that dogs as mediators carried out in the Pontic steppes. Dogs were the 
active mediators, when the Proto-Indo-Europeans, their distant ancestors, carried out 
large scale nomadic husbandry in the Pontic steppes from the fourth millennium BC, as 
well as when they tried to establish their tribal identity.

From the monotheistic perspective, words expressed by God in the Bible are 
unquestionable. Yet, by blindly following the words written in the Bible, not only will the 
divinity of Jesus be lost, so will the true mediator who exercises freedom in the three-
tiered organization. According to our hypothesis, the Trinity theory was conceived to 
resolve the inconsistency between what is described in the Bible （two-tiered organization）, 
and the model organization （three-tiered organization） that Indo-Europeans consider 
genuine and legitimate. This theological experience is also regarded as the major 
transformation that was triggered by nomadism in the history of their organization.

26）　“Precisely a world-position of the human being would here be recognized and retained, his position 
between the mundus sensibilis and the mundus intelligibilis. The human being would be conceived 
as at home in two worlds, even understood in his ambivalent Being from out of a doubled world-
relation.” （FINK 2016: 64）
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